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Many conservation practices and implementation programs exist to address nonpoint source (NPS) pollution losses from agricultural landscapes (Helmers et al., this issue). In order to select the most appropriate practices and programs for reducing NPS pollution in a specific region while maintaining economic return for the landowner, the interacting processes of agricultural management and watershed hydrology need to be understood across broad spatial scales. On a nationwide basis, it is easy to see how NPS pollution in one part of the country might be different than those in another region of the country. For example, cotton growers in the South, dairy farmers in the Northeast, cattle ranchers in the West, and grain farmers in the Midwest all face unique challenges based on differences in climate, soil types, and cropping patterns. Each region relies on a different set of conservation practices and programs to address NPS pollution. To be effective, conservation systems must be based on an understanding of specific management impacts on water quality problems, and therefore be targeted to reduce, intercept, and/or treat contaminants moving via surface or sub-surface pathways from working agricultural lands.

Within agricultural regions, one might expect greater homogeneity in biophysical features and cropping practices and be tempted to think that one size fits all; i.e., that one set of conservation prescriptions can be used to address the negative impacts of agriculture on aquatic and terrestrial integrity. If this generalization could be made anywhere, certainly a state such as Iowa, dominated by its vast extent of corn and soybean fields, would be suited for a limited set of conservation prescriptions. However, as described in this tale of three watersheds, conservation practices must instead be tailored to individual landowner objectives and local landscape conditions in order to optimize their effectiveness.

The research described in this paper was conducted as part of USDA’s Conservation Effects Assessment Project (CEAP) and its Watershed Assessment Studies (Mausbach et al., 2004). The objectives of the project are to evaluate the effects of agricultural conservation practices on water quality, with a focus on understanding how the suite of conservation practices, the timing of these activities, and the spatial distribution of these practices throughout a watershed influence their effectiveness. An additional component of the project is to evaluate social and economic factors influencing implementation and maintenance of practices.

Watershed Descriptions

To evaluate the effects of watershed conservation practices on water quality, and to assess the spatial distribution of these practices, we are focusing on three watersheds in distinct landscape regions of Iowa (Figure 1). By studying three watersheds with differing physical characteristics and possessing a unique set of pollutants, practices and programs, we can better assess the effectiveness of conservation activities and land management decisions.

Landforms

The Sny Magill Creek, Squaw Creek, and the South Fork of the Iowa River (South Fork) watersheds are representative of three distinct landform regions of Iowa (Prior,
In Northeast Iowa, Sny Magill Creek is a third-order stream in Clayton County that drains 35.6 mi² of the Paleozoic Plateau landform region before discharging directly into the Mississippi River. The landscape of this region is characterized by narrow, gently sloping uplands that break into steep slopes with abundant outcrops of sandstone and limestone. The characteristic limestone bedrock of the area gives rise to karst features (sinkholes, caves, and springs) that are found throughout the Sny Magill Creek watershed (Figure 2). Nearly 80% of annual streamflow is ‘baseflow’ attributable to ground water discharge from these subsurface sources. This results in “cold water” conditions suitable for highly popular trout fisheries.

The 18.3 mi² Squaw Creek watershed is located in South-Central Iowa in Jasper County in the Southern Iowa Drift Plain. The landscape of this region is characterized by steeply rolling hills and a well-developed stream network that developed on a landscape composed of geologically old (>500,000 years) glacial till (poorly sorted mixture of gravel, sand, silt, and clay) overlain by geologically recent (17,000 to 31,000 year old) windblown silt (loess). Because of the sloping hillsides and poor infiltration capacity of the soils, rainfall is primarily directed to streams via overland runoff, and only 55% of the stream discharge is attributable to baseflow originating as ground water.

The largest of the study watersheds is the South Fork of the Iowa River, which covers 301 mi² within Hardin and Hamilton counties in Central Iowa. The landscape is representative of the Des Moines Lobe, the dominant landform region of North-Central Iowa. The terrain is young (about 12,000 years since glacial retreat), and thus much of the landscape is dominated by low relief and poor surface drainage. Prior to settlement by Europeans, the landscape was a complex of wetlands, and the stream network was poorly developed due to the relatively young landscape. The geology of the Des Moines Lobe region consists largely of glacial till deposits in moraines and flat to rolling uplands, clay and peat in depressional “prairie pothole” areas, and sand and gravel deposits in floodplains of rivers and streams. Soil wetness is a major concern for land management and agricultural production. Hydric soils (indicative of soil saturation on at least a seasonal basis) occupy about 54% of the watershed, and artificial tile drainage (Figure 2) was installed in these highly productive and nutrient rich soils to lower the water table and allow crops to be grown. Thus, about 70% of the stream flow in the South Fork watershed originates from subsurface drainage (Green et al., 2006), with most tile discharge occurring during spring and early summer.
Physical features of the three watersheds have a great influence on the timing and magnitude of the routing of water to streams. Watersheds draining older landscapes have greater slope and greater stream density (number of streams per square mile) than younger landscapes (Figure 3). For example, the Sny Magill watershed has twice the average slope as Squaw Creek, which has more than twice the slope of the South Fork watershed. Slopes in Sny Magill are further accentuated because of the bedrock terrain and its proximity to the Mississippi River. The Squaw Creek and Sny Magill watersheds also have nearly three times more streams per square mile than the South Fork. The well-dissected landscape of the Sny Magill watershed shows a greater stream density; thus, rainfall can be quickly routed as overland runoff to sinkholes or streams. In the South Fork watershed, where natural drainage is poor, excess rainfall would collect in potholes or other surface depressions if not for prevalence of subsurface tile drainage, which has accelerated the routing of rainfall water off the land. Watersheds draining the Des Moines Lobe may yield as much water as those draining fractured carbonate bedrock (Schilling and Wolter, 2005).

**Relation of Land Use to the Landform Region**

Differences in land cover among the three watersheds can be traced largely to their watershed morphologies and the suitability of land for intensive
row crop agriculture. Row crops in the Sny Magill watershed, primarily found on narrow upland divides and bottomlands, only comprise 26% of the land area (Figure 3). Grasses and forest are widespread in the Sny Magill watershed, located on steep terrain that is difficult to cultivate. In the Squaw Creek watershed, slopes are not as severe as in the Sny Magill watershed, and row crops are found on 81% of the land area. Grasses are distributed around the watershed on highly erodible land, a practice encouraged by conservation programs. The till plain of the Des Moines Lobe, represented by the South Fork watershed, is also heavily utilized for row crop production, which occupies 85% of the watershed area.

Animal Agriculture
In the early 1900s, most small farms in Iowa had livestock, often including cattle, swine, and chickens. As a result of changes in farm policy and economies of scale, all three watersheds have experienced shifts in animal agriculture that are representative of changes across the larger landform regions (Figure 1). Historically, the Sny Magill watershed had significant numbers of dairy cattle utilizing available grasslands for forage. While still a significant industry, dairy cattle within Sny Magill have decreased greatly, with a resulting shift in some grassland acreage to row crop agriculture (soybean acreage especially increased in Iowa as pasture and hayland decreased). Livestock is comparatively absent in the Squaw Creek watershed except for several cow-calf operations. Nowhere is the concentration of livestock more apparent than in the South Fork watershed, where most swine and chickens are raised in confined animal feeding operations (CAFOs).

There are nearly 100 CAFOs (mostly swine) in the watershed. Based on inventories reported for permitted facilities, hogs and chickens in the South Fork watershed number 1,654 and 2,880 per square mile, respectively, which are densities considerably greater than the other two watersheds combined (Figure 3). All the reported chickens are housed in one large egg-producing facility, while swine facilities are abundant across the central part of the watershed. We estimate that about a quarter of the watershed receives manure applications annually, assuming this is applied prior to corn at a rate equivalent to that crop’s uptake of nitrogen (about 190 lb N/ac). Usually these applications are done by injection, and carried out in the fall when soils tend to be dry and most easily trafficked by manure tankers and applicators.

NPS Pollutants and the Landscape
Because of their different watershed characteristics, land use, and livestock histories, non-point pollutant sources and transport vary greatly among the three watersheds (Figure 3). Pollutants of particular concern in Iowa are sediment, nutrients (nitrate and phosphorus), and fecal bacteria (E. coli). In Iowa, nitrate concentrations in streams relate to the amount of row crops in a watershed (Schilling & Libra, 2000), and nitrate-N concentrations are highest in the South Fork and Squaw Creek watersheds, with median concentrations of 14.2 and 9.5 mg/L, respectively. Tile drains contribute greatly to nitrate losses in the South Fork watershed. In the mid-1990s, the USGS found stream nitrate concentrations in the South Fork watershed to be among the highest observed in the United States (Becher et al., 2001).

In contrast, nitrate concentrations are considerably lower in the Sny Magill watershed, averaging 3.3 mg/L over 10 years, a value that would be the envy of most other regions of Iowa. The smaller concentration results from the differences in land use (Figure 3). Fecal bacteria counts are also highest in the South Fork watershed; however, multiple sources of bacteria are suspected because patterns do not always follow the distribution of livestock. Yet, research suggests that these bacterial losses in runoff are greatest when that runoff occurs within several weeks of manure application. Fecal bacteria concentrations in Squaw Creek are also elevated, which may be surprising, given the lower livestock densities. However, cattle with direct access to the streams, wildlife, and inadequate septic systems may all contribute to fecal contamination of Iowa streams.

Sediment loss is also a major concern in these watersheds (Figures 3 and 4). The greatest annual sediment loss per unit area was associated with the Squaw Creek watershed (0.69 tons/ac per year), whereas mean annual sediment loss from Sny Magill and South Fork watersheds averaged 0.26 and 0.28 tons/ac, respectively. Considering that row crops cover only 26% of the land area in the Sny Magill watershed, actual soil loss per acre of cropland may be substantially greater. Long-term sediment monitoring data in the Sny Magill and Squaw Creek watersheds indicates that sediment transport is very flashy in both watersheds, with much of the annual sediment loss transported by runoff from a few intense rainfall events. In Squaw Creek, on average, about 40% of the water-
shed’s annual sediment loss occurs on the single day of greatest runoff.

Sediment losses from watersheds result from overland flow across the landscape, causing sheet, rill, and gully erosion, as well as substantial contributions from streambanks. In the South Fork watershed, sediment losses are actually about three times higher than typically measured in the Des Moines Lobe region. In the lower third of the watershed, lands become more highly erodible in an area of hilly moraines near the Des Moines Lobe’s edge, and the river erodes its banks as it meanders across an alluvial valley (Figure 4). In some Iowa watersheds, streambank erosion can contribute more than half of the annual sediment load exported from a watershed.

Phosphorus is strongly adsorbed to sediment, which was reflected in Squaw Creek having both the greatest average sediment yields and greatest median concentrations of total P (0.14 mg/L) among the three watersheds. Squaw Creek’s median P concentration is more than twice what EPA has proposed as the standard for Midwest streams. Concentrations of P in the South Fork, by comparison, had a median of 0.07 mg/L during three years of weekly-biweekly sampling. Recent groundwater sampling from 24 wells located throughout the South Fork watershed has shown median and maximum total P concentrations of 0.030 and 0.340 mg/L, respectively. These groundwater P concentrations are found in similar materials and landscapes in Iowa (Burkart et al., 2004), and suggest that groundwater can also be a P contributor to streams.

**Tailoring Conservation Practices to Watersheds and NPS Pollutants**

Conservation practices used on row crop fields in the three watersheds reflect respective watershed characteristics and land use histories. A field-by-field assessment of conservation practices was conducted in each watershed to assess the variety and distribution of practices. An analysis of tillage practices, terraces, and contour farming shows the degree to which land managers have used these conservation practices to reduce nutrient and sediment losses from the three watersheds. Of the three tillage practices assessed (conventional tillage, mulch till, and no till), mulch till was most widely utilized in all watersheds. Mulch tillage (>30% residue cover) was used on 62 to 91% of all row crop fields, whereas no till was used on 8 to 16% of the fields. Conventional tillage (<30% residue cover) was rarely used in Sny Magill and Squaw Creek, but was used on 30% of cropland in South Fork. Erosion losses from crop fields in South Fork are not a major concern in the flat, till plain portion of the watershed. In areas of the Northern United States, with relatively flat terrain and poorly drained soils, many producers still view conventional tillage as the most viable practice because the exposed soil is warmed faster in spring, often allowing earlier seeding and emergence of the crop.

In the Sny Magill watershed, contour farming, terraces, and other engineered structures are prevalent practices for reducing sediment losses from the steeper slopes in that watershed. Although row crop fields occupied only 26% of the land area in Sny Magill, most are terraced (77%) and/or farmed using contour planting (92%). Other engineered conservation practices are also used extensively throughout the Sny Magill...
watershed, including a total of over 150 sediment basins and grade stabilization structures. Terraces are not as common in Squaw Creek (23%), but half the farm fields are planted on contours. Terraces and contour farming are not common in the South Fork watershed; fields with terraces occupy less than 10% of the watershed's cropland.

**A Tale of Three Watersheds - revisited**

In this tale of three Iowa watersheds, significant differences in NPS pollutants and practices emerged in a state considered by many to be uniformly agricultural. Much of the differences can be attributable to their unique landform history that has been exploited uniquely for intensive row crop and livestock development. In the South Fork watershed, extensive wetlands on recently glaciated till plains were drained by settlers, and agricultural development then intensified during the past century. The land is well suited for crop and livestock production, but subsurface tile drainage increases losses of nitrate, and the rapid routing of tile discharge, combined with surface runoff, may enhance movement of bacteria, P, and sediment. In Squaw Creek, with steeper slopes in row crops, conservation practices such as reduced tillage and contour farming methods are more prevalent. However, losses of nutrients, sediment, and fecal bacteria remain as major concerns in the watershed, possibly because hydrologically sensitive areas are used for row crops or grazing. Row crop acreage in the Sny Magill watershed constitute only about 25% of the land area and most row crop fields have conservation tillage or structural practices such as terraces. However, the steep slopes and karst drainage in the watershed make Sny Magill watershed perhaps the most vulnerable among the three streams evaluated.

Apparent in this tale of three Iowa watersheds is that, in order to provide the greatest return on the public's investment in conservation, it is imperative that practices be tailored to the most local of landscape conditions and landowner objectives. Targeting is needed to place specific conservation practices on the land to either reduce pollutant concentrations or attenuate their transport. No single practice can be viewed as the answer in all cases, and a one-size-fits-all approach is likely doomed to failure, or at least doomed to provide little return on the public investment. Recent advances in assessment technologies and record keeping are only now beginning to allow us to understand the distribution of practices on the land and their impacts on water quality. Significant challenges remain to develop better assessment, monitoring, and modeling techniques to capture the inherent differences among our watersheds in order to design conservation practices and programs providing greater water quality benefits for lower cost. The challenges are not only in assessing resource needs against the mosaic of land use and terrain that occur within watersheds, but also to then develop better policy and planning tools that can help achieve watershed-scale conservation goals through implementation at the individual farm scale.

**For More Information**


**Watershed Highlight 1: Historical and Human Dimension: Squaw Creek and Walnut Creek Paired Watershed Study.**

Because Squaw Creek represents typical agricultural land management in Southern Iowa, the watershed was selected to be the control basin for a large land use experiment occurring in the neighboring Walnut Creek watershed (Figure 5). In the Walnut Creek watershed, large tracts of row-cropped land are being reconstructed to native prairie at the Neal Smith National Wildlife Refuge by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Before restoration began, land cover in both watersheds was about 70% row crop. From 1992 to 2005, nearly 220 acres of prairie was planted each year, so that by 2005, native prairie occupied 23.5% of Walnut Creek watershed. Surface water samples collected in the treatment (Walnut Creek) and control (Squaw Creek) watersheds from 1995 to 2005 documented the effects of prairie restoration on water quality (Schilling et al., 2006). Stream nitrate concentrations were found to have decreased 1.2 mg/L over the 10-year project period at the Walnut Creek outlet, with nitrate concentrations decreasing up to 3.4 mg/L over the same time period in one monitored subbasin with substantial landuse conversion. Interestingly, land use in the control basin of Squaw Creek did not remain static during the same 10-year monitoring period. Row-crop land area increased 9.2% in Squaw Creek as lands previously enrolled in the Conservation Reserve Program as grassland were converted back to row crop production in the late 1990s. Stream nitrate concentrations increased 1.9 mg/L at the Squaw Creek outlet, with annual nitrate in one monitored subbasin increasing nearly 12 mg/L in 10 years where substantial acres were converted to row crops. These results attest to the sensitivity of water quality parameters to changes in watershed management that are, in aggregate, the result of individual landowner decisions.

![Figure 5. Extent of Prairie plantings in the Neal Smith National Wildlife Refuge within the Walnut Creek watershed.](image-url)
Three separate projects were carried out spanning the time period of 1988 to 1999 to improve water quality in the Sny Magill Creek watershed. The cumulative adoption percentages and total levels of key BMPs implemented during the 1990s through the Sny Magill Hydrologic Unit Area (HUA) and Sny Magill Creek Watershed projects are listed for selected years in Table 1. The cumulative adoption of terraces in the watershed is also shown in Figure 6 for 1991, 1995, and 2005. A paired watershed approach was used to assess Sny Magill Creek water quality improvements from 1992 to 2001 (Fields et al., 2005). Analysis of Sny Magill stream flow and water quality data collected during 1991-2001 was performed using a pre/post statistical model.

The statistical results indicated that discharge at the watershed outlet increased by 8% over the 10-year period; this could partly be due to routing of runoff water captured by terraces into surface inlet drains (that are often installed just upslope of a terrace) and to the stream. The statistical analysis also showed that the BMPs installed during the 1990s resulted in a 42% decrease in turbidity but only a 7% decrease in total suspended solids (TSS). The TSS results imply that stream bed and bank erosion continued to contribute significant sediment loads to Sny Magill Creek, even after BMP installation reduced sediment delivery from upland areas. The increase in discharge may have further magnified the in-channel sediment contributions. Overall, the TSS results suggest that a long lag time may occur before the full impacts of the installed BMPs are realized.

The statistical analysis also revealed that an increase in nitrate concentrations of 15% was found at the SMCW outlet. This indicates greater N leaching, which is consistent with increased infiltration of rainfall that naturally results when conservation practices successfully decrease surface runoff. However, the nitrate concentration level still only slightly exceeded 3 mg/L at the end of the 10-year time period, which is quite low compared with the concentrations measured in most other Iowa stream systems, including the South Fork and Squaw Creek watersheds.

Table 1. Cumulative percentages of total BMP adoption that was cost shared by year (expressed as a percentage of the total amount implemented as given in the bottom line).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Terrace</th>
<th>Subsurface tile</th>
<th>Sediment basin</th>
<th>Grade stabilization</th>
<th>Field border</th>
<th>Contouring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Units</td>
<td>269,585 ft</td>
<td>160,345 ft</td>
<td>61 total</td>
<td>90 total</td>
<td>26,700 ft</td>
<td>1,907 ac</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Cumulative additions of terraces to specific land tracts in the Sny Magill Creek Watershed.

Watershed Highlight 2: Long-term Implications of BMP Implementation in the Sny Magill Creek Watershed.
The Conservation Title of the 1985 Farm Bill (Food Security Act) included provisions to reduce soil erosion on highly erodible land (HEL) through conservation practices such as Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) plantings and reduced tillage. Land enrolled in CRP was planted to perennial, non-harvested vegetation for at least a ten-year period in exchange for annual rental payments. Soil survey data, including slope, soil texture and depth are used to identify HEL. Those producers farming on HEL-dominated fields were to employ reduced tillage practices to remain eligible for USDA commodity programs; this was known as the conservation compliance provision of the 1985 Farm Bill.

A one-time inventory of conservation practices in the South Fork watershed was conducted during 2005. We compared the distribution of no-tillage management and CRP plantings with the distribution of HEL, which occupies 12% of the watershed (Figure 7). Very little (2.4%) of the watershed’s cropland had been enrolled into CRP by producers, partly because this is some of the most productive rain-fed agricultural land in the U.S. While CRP has also been used to install buffers along streams and around livestock facilities, there has been apparent success in targeting of CRP towards HEL. That is, the proportion of HEL in the watershed in CRP is 4.6%, as opposed to only 2.2% of non-HEL (Table 2). The same is true of no-tillage practices that are highly effective in controlling erosion: although relatively few producers in this watershed have implemented no-tillage, largely due to concerns about planting delays during wet, cool spring conditions, a greater proportion of HEL (11.3%) is under no-tillage than is non-HEL (6.7%). There is little comparative data to evaluate whether these practices are better targeted towards HEL in this watershed than in other areas. However, targeting success may also be indicated if conventional tillage practices that increase soil susceptibility to erosion have shifted away from HEL as these conservation practices were implemented. This does not appear to be the case, as conventional tillage occupies nearly the same proportion of HEL and non-HEL cropland, to within 2%.

It is important to note that in 1985, when current policies were initiated, most of this watershed was probably tilled conventionally. This inventory offers only a snapshot of conservation practices. Current conservation policies, which have had a goal of controlling soil erosion from the most sensitive soils for 20 years, have encouraged better management on the most vulnerable lands in the watershed. Yet, the least desirable tillage practices apparently have not preferentially shifted away from HEL. This raises questions about social-behavioral responses to conservation policies, which are made by individual producers, yet in sum determine the impact of those policies in each watershed.

**Table 2.** Comparative distributions of CRP and no-tillage conservation practices on highly erodible and non-highly erodible lands in the South Fork watershed, along with conventional tillage practices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management</th>
<th>HEL (12%)</th>
<th>Non-HEL (88%)</th>
<th>Total (100%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conservation Reserve Program</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No-tillage</td>
<td>11.3%</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional tillage</td>
<td>28.0%</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
<td>29.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>